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Links

My First Inclusive Ballet (ENB/KCL/Widgit)
www.kcl.ac.uk/cultural/-/Current-projects/My-First-Inclusive-Ballet.aspx
www.widgit.com/resources/popular-topics/myfirstballet/index.htm
www.widgit.com/resources/popular-topics/myfirstballet/swan-lake.htm

ICCHP Linz 2016
www.icchp.org

AAATE Sheffield 2017
www.aaate2017.eu

Robot research Hertfordshire
www.herts.ac.uk/kaspar

Robot research Nottingham edurob.eu
edurob.eu

NAO robot supplier
www.aldebaran.com/en

Japanese seal therapeutic robots
www.parorobots.com

A useful site explaining AT uses for those with dementia
atdementia.org.uk